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•  Basic structure 
•  Addressing 
•  Subnetworks 
•  Supernetworks 
•  DNS 
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•  A collection of many different networks 
–  millions? 

•  The big ones are called Autonomous Systems (AS) 
–  ISPs, campus networks, government, etc. 

•  York 
•  Bell 
•  AT&T 
•  Global Crossing 

–  From a few to 1000s of 
routers 

–  Typical path goes through 
< 6 ASes 

Internet: An Internetwork 
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to the regional networks are more ISPs, LANs at many universities and com-
panies, and other edge networks. A sketch of this quasihierarchical organization
is given in Fig. 5-45.
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Figure 5-45. The Internet is an interconnected collection of many networks.

The glue that holds the whole Internet together is the network layer protocol,
IP (Internet Protocol). Unlike most older network layer protocols, IP was de-
signed from the beginning with internetworking in mind. A good way to think of
the network layer is this: its job is to provide a best-effort (i.e., not guaranteed)
way to transport packets from source to destination, without regard to whether
these machines are on the same network or whether there are other networks in
between them.

Communication in the Internet works as follows. The transport layer takes
data streams and breaks them up so that they may be sent as IP packets. In theory,
packets can be up to 64 KB each, but in practice they are usually not more than
1500 bytes (so they fit in one Ethernet frame). IP routers forward each packet
through the Internet, along a path from one router to the next, until the destination
is reached. At the destination, the network layer hands the data to the transport
layer, which gives it to the receiving process. When all the pieces finally get to
the destination machine, they are reassembled by the network layer into the origi-
nal datagram. This datagram is then handed to the transport layer.

In the example of Fig. 5-45, a packet originating at a host on the home net-
work has to traverse four networks and a large number of IP routers before even
getting to the company network on which the destination host is located. This is
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•  Almost 50,000 and growing [bgp.potaroo.net] 
–  further subdivided into… 

•  “areas” 
•  improves routing efficiency 

Autonomous Systems (Domains) 
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areas to which it is connected. This summary includes cost information but not all
the details of the topology within an area. Passing cost information allows hosts in
other areas to find the best area border router to use to enter an area. Not passing
topology information reduces traffic and simplifies the shortest-path computations
of routers in other areas. However, if there is only one border router out of an
area, even the summary does not need to be passed. Routes to destinations out of
the area always start with the instruction ‘‘Go to the border router.’’ This kind of
area is called a stub area.

The last kind of router is the AS boundary router. It injects routes to exter-
nal destinations on other ASes into the area. The external routes then appear as
destinations that can be reached via the AS boundary router with some cost. An
external route can be injected at one or more AS boundary routers. The relation-
ship between ASes, areas, and the various kinds of routers is shown in Fig. 5-65.
One router may play multiple roles, for example, a border router is also a back-
bone router.

Area 0 (backbone) Area 1Area 2 (stub)

Backbone
router

AS boundary
router

Internal
router

Area border
router

One
autonomous

system

Figure 5-65. The relation between ASes, backbones, and areas in OSPF.

During normal operation, each router within an area has the same link state
database and runs the same shortest path algorithm. Its main job is to calculate
the shortest path from itself to every other router and network in the entire AS.
An area border router needs the databases for all the areas to which it is connected
and must run the shortest path algorithm for each area separately.

For a source and destination in the same area, the best intra-area route (that
lies wholly within the area) is chosen. For a source and destination in different
areas, the inter-area route must go from the source to the backbone, across the
backbone to the destination area, and then to the destination. This algorithm
forces a star configuration on OSPF, with the backbone being the hub and the
other areas being spokes. Because the route with the lowest cost is chosen, rout-
ers in different parts of the network may use different area border routers to enter
the backbone and destination area. Packets are routed from source to destination
‘‘as is.’’ They are not encapsulated or tunneled (unless going to an area whose

[©Pearson, Tanenbaum] 
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•  ASes connect at IXPs (Internet eXchange Points) 
–  room full of routers at least one per ISP 
–  routers connected by LAN 
–  e.g. AMS-IX (in Amsterdam) connects hundreds of ISPs 

•  Transit AS 
•  Stub AS 
•  Multihomed AS 

Peering 
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However, we can describe some patterns that capture the reasoning of the com-
pany above and that are often used as a starting point.

A routing policy is implemented by deciding what traffic can flow over which
of the links between ASes. One common policy is that a customer ISP pays anoth-
er provider ISP to deliver packets to any other destination on the Internet and re-
ceive packets sent from any other destination. The customer ISP is said to buy
transit service from the provider ISP. This is just like a customer at home buying
Internet access service from an ISP. To make it work, the provider should adver-
tise routes to all destinations on the Internet to the customer over the link that con-
nects them. In this way, the customer will have a route to use to send packets
anywhere. Conversely, the customer should advertise routes only to the destina-
tions on its network to the provider. This will let the provider send traffic to the
customer only for those addresses; the customer does not want to handle traffic in-
tended for other destinations.

We can see an example of transit service in Fig. 5-67. There are four ASes
that are connected. The connection is often made with a link at IXPs (Internet
eXchange Points), facilities to which many ISPs have a link for the purpose of
connecting with other ISPs. AS2, AS3, and AS4 are customers of AS1. They buy
transit service from it. Thus, when source A sends to destination C, the packets
travel from AS2 to AS1 and finally to AS4. The routing advertisements travel in
the opposite direction to the packets. AS4 advertises C as a destination to its tran-
sit provider, AS1, to let sources reach C via AS1. Later, AS1 advertises a route to
C to its other customers, including AS2, to let the customers know that they can
send traffic to C via AS1.

TR

AS1

AS2 AS3
AS4

A

PE

CU

PE

CU
CU TR TR

Path of BGP routing
advertisements (dash)

Path of IP
packets (solid)

Routing policy:
TR = Transit

CU = Customer
PE = Peer

B C

Figure 5-67. Routing policies between four autonomous systems.

In Fig. 5-67, all of the other ASes buy transit service from AS1. This provides
them with connectivity so they can interact with any host on the Internet. Howev-
er, they have to pay for this privilege. Suppose that AS2 and AS3 exchange a lot
of traffic. Given that their networks are connected already, if they want to, they

[©Pearson, Tanenbaum] 
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•  151 Front Street 
–  21st or so 

•  83 Gbps on avg. 
•  175 members 

–  AMS-IX 
•  1571 Gbps 
•  613 members 

TorIX 
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•  Your signals route through these networks 
[www.ixmaps.ca] 

–  T.O. to hawaii.edu 
•  14 hops 
•  to Australia before Hawaii? 
•  through a suspected NSA 

listening facility 

•  Messages are are 
broken into small parts 
called packets (datagrams) 

•  Any of a number of paths 
may be routed as part 
of packet switching 

Message Switching 
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•  A piece of your digital message 
•  Why would you want to break your message up? 
•  Split into a… 

–  Payload 
•  The data you want to send 
•  Typically less than 64 KB 
•  And often < 1.5 KB 

–  Header 
•  Information about what you want the network to do with the packet 
•  Size variable, roughly 20-40 bytes 

•  Most important network job? 
–  Deliver the packet! 

Packets 

L3: Structure & Addressing 
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•  How do packets get where they are supposed to go? 
•  Header contains source and destination address 

–  Each connection (link interface to host or router) is given a unique 
address 

–  Each router contains a file (often stored in specialized hardware) 
called a forwarding table telling the packet where to hop next 

Addressing 
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Addressing Hierarchy 

•  M networks with N hosts 
each require M•N 

•  To simplify the table, a 
hierarchical address 
structure is used 

–  net ID + host ID 
–  net ID also called the prefix 

•  Only M entries needed 
–  Instead of needing billions of 

entries Internet routers can 
work with “only” millions L 

–  More on this in a moment 
(CIDR & BGP) 

L3: Structure & Addressing 

Destination Next Hop 
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•  32-bit string 
–  10000000.11010000.00000011.00010011 

•  Written one byte at a time in dotted decimal notation 
–  128.208.3.19 

•  IPv4 
•  IPv6: 128-bit string 

IP Addresses 
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•  ICANN 
–  Internet Corporation for Assigned Names  

and Numbers 
–  non-profit in Los Angeles, USA 
–  incorporated in 1998 (U.S. Govt. was 

 previous manager) 
–  IANA (Internet Assigned Numbers Authority) 

•  Delegates to Regional Internet 
Registries (through IANA) 

–  Organized into NRO (Number  
Resource Organization) 

–  ARIN for North Am. & Carribean 
See: https://www.arin.net/knowledge/ip_blocks.html 
for list of IP address ranges 

Where do IP Addresses Come From? 

L3: Structure & Addressing 
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•  Address used to come in well defined classes 
–  Class A (8-bit prefix) 

•  Net ID starts with 02 

•  27-1 = 127 networks of 16M hosts 
–  Class B (16-bit prefix) 

•  Net ID starts with 102 

•  16k nets of 64k hosts 
–  Class C (24-bit prefix) 

•  Net ID starts with 1102 
•  4M nets of 255 hosts 

•  Net ID of an address relatively easy to identify 
–  just look at first few bits to determine format of Net ID 

IP Addresses with Class 
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Figure 4.6 IP addresses: (a) class A; (b) class B; (c) class C.

interface to network 3 that has the same network part as the hosts on network 3. Thus,
bearing in mind that a router might be implemented as a host with two network inter-
faces, it is more precise to think of IP addresses as belonging to interfaces than to hosts.

Now, what do these hierarchical addresses look like? Unlike some other forms of
hierarchical address, the sizes of the two parts are not the same for all addresses. Instead,
IP addresses are divided into three different classes, as shown in Figure 4.6, each of
which defines different-sized network and host parts. (There are also class D addresses
that specify a multicast group, discussed in Section 4.4, and class E addresses that are
currently unused.) In all cases, the address is 32 bits long.

The class of an IP address is identified in the most significant few bits. If the first
bit is 0, it is a class A address. If the first bit is 1 and the second is 0, it is a class B
address. If the first two bits are 1 and the third is 0, it is a class C address. Thus, of
the approximately 4 billion possible IP addresses, one-half are class A, one-quarter are
class B, and one-eighth are class C. Each class allocates a certain number of bits for the
network part of the address and the rest for the host part. Class A networks have 7 bits
for the network part and 24 bits for the host part, meaning that there can be only 126
class A networks (the values 0 and 127 are reserved), but each of them can accommodate
up to 224 − 2 (about 16 million) hosts (again, there are two reserved values). Class B
addresses allocate 14 bits for the network and 16 bits for the host, meaning that each
class B network has room for 65,534 hosts. Finally, class C addresses have only 8 bits for
the host and 21 for the network part. Therefore, a class C network can have only 256
unique host identifiers, which means only 254 attached hosts (one host identifier, 255,
is reserved for broadcast, and 0 is not a valid host number). However, the addressing
scheme supports 221 class C networks.

On the face of it, this addressing scheme has a lot of flexibility, allowing networks of
vastly different sizes to be accommodated fairly efficiently. The original idea was that the
Internet would consist of a small number of wide area networks (these would be class A

[©Elsevier, Peterson/Davie] 
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•  Three basic classes waste too many addresses 

Classfull Address Problems 

L3: Structure & Addressing 
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•  Use a finer partitioning scheme in your network 
–  Give each of your subnetworks a 

Subnet ID (take some digits from Host ID) 

•  For example: 
–  10000000.11010000.XXXXXXXX.XXXXXXXX 

•  Can become… 
–  10000000.11010000.1XXXXXXX.XXXXXXXX 

•  17-bit prefix size 
–  10000000.11010000.00XXXXXX.XXXXXXXX 

•  18-bit prefix size 
–  10000000.11010000.011XXXXX.XXXXXXXX 

•  19-bit prefix size 

Subnets 

L3: Structure & Addressing 
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so they had better all be in the same general direction. A perfect situation in which to
use subnetting is a large campus or corporation that has many physical networks. From
outside the campus, all you need to know to reach any subnet inside the campus is where
the campus connects to the rest of the Internet. This is often at a single point, so one
entry in your forwarding table will suffice. Even if there are multiple points at which the
campus is connected to the rest of the Internet, knowing how to get to one point in the
campus network is still a good start.

The mechanism by which a single network number can be shared among multiple
networks involves configuring all the nodes on each subnet with a subnet mask. With
simple IP addresses, all hosts on the same network must have the same network number.
The subnet mask enables us to introduce a subnet number; all hosts on the same physical
network will have the same subnet number, which means that hosts may be on different
physical networks but share a single network number.

What the subnet mask effectively does is introduce another level of hierarchy into
the IP address. For example, suppose that we want to share a single class B address among
several physical networks. We could use a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0. (Subnet masks
are written down just like IP addresses; this mask is therefore all 1s in the upper 24 bits
and 0s in the lower 8 bits.) In effect, this means that the top 24 bits (where the mask has
1s) are now defined to be the network number, and the lower 8 bits (where the mask has
0s) are the host number. Since the top 16 bits identify the network in a class B address,
we may now think of the address as having not two parts but three: a network part, a
subnet part, and a host part. That is, we have divided what used to be the host part into
a subnet part and a host part. This is shown in Figure 4.25.

What subnetting means to a host is that it is now configured with both an IP
address and a subnet mask for the subnet to which it is attached. For example, host
H1 in Figure 4.26 is configured with an address of 128.96.34.15 and a subnet mask of

Figure 4.25 Subnet addressing.

CSE 3213, W14 16 

•  Each subnetwork is identified with a subnet mask 
–  32-bit number with 1’s in the prefix positions and 0’s elsewhere 

•  For example… 
–  10000000.11010000.1XXXXXXX.XXXXXXXX 

•  11111111.11111111.10000000.00000000 
•  Subnet mask: 255.255.128.0 

–  10000000.11010000.00XXXXXX.XXXXXXXX 
•  11111111.11111111.11000000.00000000 
•  Subnet mask: 255.255.192.0 

–  10000000.11010000.011XXXXX.XXXXXXXX 
•  11111111.11111111.11100000.00000000 
•  Subnet mask: 255.255.224.0 

Subnet Masks 

L3: Structure & Addressing 
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•  Subnet address is… 
–  AND of any address in subnet with its mask 
–  Use /# to denote number of network (+ subnet) bits (CIDR notation) 

•  For example… 
–  10000000.11010000.1XXXXXXX.XXXXXXXX 

•  Subnet mask: 255.255.128.0 
•  Subnet address: 128.208.128.0/17 

–  10000000.11010000.00XXXXXX.XXXXXXXX 
•  Subnet mask: 255.255.192.0 
•  Subnet address: 128.208.0.0/18 

–  10000000.11010000.011XXXXX.XXXXXXXX 
•  Subnet mask: 255.255.224.0 
•  Subnet address: 128.208.96.0/19 

Subnet Addresses 
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•  When router gets any address it ANDs it with possible 
subnet masks 

–  255.255.128.0 (CS) 
–  255.255.192.0 (EE) 
–  255.255.224.0 (Art) 

•  And compares result to prefix bits in forwarding table 
•  E.g.: 128.208.2.15 

Subnet Forwarding 
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aligned so that any bits can be used in the lower host portion. In this case, half of
the block (a /17) is allocated to the Computer Science Dept, a quarter is allocated
to the Electrical Engineering Dept. (a /18), and one eighth (a /19) to the Art Dept.
The remaining eighth is unallocated. A different way to see how the block was di-
vided is to look at the resulting prefixes when written in binary notation:

Computer Science: 10000000 11010000 1|xxxxxxx xxxxxxxx
Electrical Eng.: 10000000 11010000 00|xxxxxx xxxxxxxx
Art: 10000000 11010000 011|xxxxx xxxxxxxx

Here, the vertical bar (|) shows the boundary between the subnet number and the
host portion.

Art

128.208.0.0/16
(to Internet)

128.208.96.0/19

EE

CS
128.208.128.0/17

128.208.0.0/18

Figure 5-49. Splitting an IP prefix into separate networks with subnetting.

When a packet comes into the main router, how does the router know which
subnet to give it to? This is where the details of our prefixes come in. One way
would be for each router to have a table with 65,536 entries telling it which out-
going line to use for each host on campus. But this would undermine the main
scaling benefit we get from using a hierarchy. Instead, the routers simply need to
know the subnet masks for the networks on campus.

When a packet arrives, the router looks at the destination address of the pack-
et and checks which subnet it belongs to. The router can do this by ANDing the
destination address with the mask for each subnet and checking to see if the result
is the corresponding prefix. For example, consider a packet destined for IP ad-
dress 128.208.2.151. To see if it is for the Computer Science Dept., we AND
with 255.255.128.0 to take the first 17 bits (which is 128.208.0.0) and see if they
match the prefix address (which is 128.208.128.0). They do not match. Checking
the first 18 bits for the Electrical Engineering Dept., we get 128.208.0.0 when
ANDing with the subnet mask. This does match the prefix address, so the packet
is forwarded onto the interface which leads to the Electrical Engineering network.

Destination Interface 
128.208.128.0/17 CS 
128.208.0.0/18 EE 
128.208.96.0/19 Art 

[©Pearson, Tanenbaum] 
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•  Subnetting helps optimal address utilization 
•  But… 

–  It still leaves us with a lot of networks to find 
–  Huge forwarding and routing tables are required to deal with all 

possibilities 

•  Technically it still works within the old class-based 
system (i.e. just splits up coarse classes) 

•  If we do away with the classfull system altogether we can 
conceptually aggregate subnetworks into larger units 

•  This slows table growth 

More Problems with Address Classes 

L3: Structure & Addressing 
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•  Classless Interdomain Routing (CIDR) 
–  A set of rules allowing routers to arrange network addresses into 

single blocks 

–  After observing traffic patterns a router automatically aggregates 
the 3 nets into a single address 
•  192.24.0.0/19 

Supernetting/Aggregation/CIDR 
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Edinburgh

192.24.0.0/19
(1 aggregate prefix)

192.24.8.0/22

Cambridge

Oxford

192.24.16.0/20

192.24.0.0/21

LondonNew York

(3 prefixes)

Figure 5-51. Aggregation of IP prefixes.

the prefixes that the New York router must be told about and the routing table en-
tries in the New York router.

When aggregation is turned on, it is an automatic process. It depends on
which prefixes are located where in the Internet not on the actions of an adminis-
trator assigning addresses to networks. Aggregation is heavily used throughout
the Internet and can reduce the size of router tables to around 200,000 prefixes.

As a further twist, prefixes are allowed to overlap. The rule is that packets are
sent in the direction of the most specific route, or the longest matching prefix
that has the fewest IP addresses. Longest matching prefix routing provides a use-
ful degree of flexibility, as seen in the behavior of the router at New York in
Fig. 5-52. This router still uses a single aggregate prefix to send traffic for the
three universities to London. However, the previously available block of ad-
dresses within this prefix has now been allocated to a network in San Francisco.
One possibility is for the New York router to keep four prefixes, sending packets
for three of them to London and packets for the fourth to San Francisco. Instead,
longest matching prefix routing can handle this forwarding with the two prefixes
that are shown. One overall prefix is used to direct traffic for the entire block to
London. One more specific prefix is also used to direct a portion of the larger
prefix to San Francisco. With the longest matching prefix rule, IP addresses with-
in the San Francisco network will be sent on the outgoing line to San Francisco,
and all other IP addresses in the larger prefix will be sent to London.

Conceptually, CIDR works as follows. When a packet comes in, the routing
table is scanned to determine if the destination lies within the prefix. It is possible
that multiple entries with different prefix lengths will match, in which case the
entry with the longest prefix is used. Thus, if there is a match for a /20 mask and
a /24 mask, the /24 entry is used to look up the outgoing line for the packet. How-
ever, this process would be tedious if the table were really scanned entry by entry.

194.24.0.0 – 192.24.7.255 (2048) 

194.24.8.0 – 192.24.11.255 (1024) 

194.24.16.0 – 192.24.31.255 (4096) 

194.24.12.0 – 192.24.15.255 (1024) 

[©Pearson, Tanenbaum] 
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•  Prefixes can overlap 
–  Routers send information along the longest matching prefix 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

•  Classless addressing has replaced classfull addressing 
–  more efficient use of addresses 
–  smaller forwarding/routing tables (~200,000 entries in core routers 

rather than millions) 

Supernets: Longest Matching Prefix 
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192.24.0.0/19

192.24.8.0/22

192.24.16.0/20

192.24.0.0/21

LondonNew York

192.24.12.0/22

San Francisco

192.24.12.0/22

Figure 5-52. Longest matching prefix routing at the New York router.

Instead, complex algorithms have been devised to speed up the address matching
process (Ruiz-Sanchez et al., 2001). Commercial routers use custom VLSI chips
with these algorithms embedded in hardware.

Classful and Special Addressing

To help you better appreciate why CIDR is so useful, we will briefly relate
the design that predated it. Before 1993, IP addresses were divided into the five
categories listed in Fig. 5-53. This allocation has come to be called classful
addressing.

32 Bits

Range of host
addresses

1.0.0.0 to
127.255.255.255

128.0.0.0 to
191.255.255.255

192.0.0.0 to
223.255.255.255

224.0.0.0 to
239.255.255.255

240.0.0.0 to
255.255.255.255

Class

0 Network Host

10 Network Host

110 Network Host

1110 Multicast address

1111 Reserved for future use

A

B

C

D

E

Figure 5-53. IP address formats.

The class A, B, and C formats allow for up to 128 networks with 16 million
hosts each, 16,384 networks with up to 65,536 hosts each, and 2 million networks
(e.g., LANs) with up to 256 hosts each (although a few of these are special). Also
supported is multicast (the class D format), in which a datagram is directed to
multiple hosts. Addresses beginning with 1111 are reserved for use in the future.
They would be valuable to use now given the depletion of the IPv4 address space.

[©Pearson, Tanenbaum] 
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•  We (people) don’t use IP addresses 
–  www.yorku.ca 

•  How do host names get converted to numerical 
addresses? 

–  Too many addresses for small host computers to map 
–  Conflicts would occur unless map was centrally managed 

•  Domain Name System (DNS) 
–  A hierarchical naming scheme and distributed database system 
–  library procedure called a resolver  

DNS 

L3: Structure & Addressing 
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•  Like a file tree with names separated by dots rather 
than /: eecs.yorku.ca 

•  Over 250 top-level domains 
–  Managed by ICANN 

•  Second-level domains available from ICANN registrars 

Hierarchical Namespace  

L3: Structure & Addressing 
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over 250 top-level domains, where each domain covers many hosts. Each do-
main is partitioned into subdomains, and these are further partitioned, and so on.
All these domains can be represented by a tree, as shown in Fig. 7-1. The leaves
of the tree represent domains that have no subdomains (but do contain machines,
of course). A leaf domain may contain a single host, or it may represent a com-
pany and contain thousands of hosts.

. . .

eng

cisco ieeeacm

eng

washington

cs

robot

jilljack

coac

csl

nec

cs

keiouwa

edu ocevu

lawcs

edu museumaero com gov org jp usnet au uk nl

Generic Countries

. . .

fluitfilts

Figure 7-1. A portion of the Internet domain name space.

The top-level domains come in two flavors: generic and countries. The gen-
eric domains, listed in Fig. 7-2, include original domains from the 1980s and do-
mains introduced via applications to ICANN. Other generic top-level domains
will be added in the future.

The country domains include one entry for every country, as defined in ISO
3166. Internationalized country domain names that use non-Latin alphabets were
introduced in 2010. These domains let people name hosts in Arabic, Cyrillic,
Chinese, or other languages.

Getting a second-level domain, such as name-of-company.com, is easy. The
top-level domains are run by registrars appointed by ICANN. Getting a name
merely requires going to a corresponding registrar (for com in this case) to check
if the desired name is available and not somebody else’s trademark. If there are
no problems, the requester pays the registrar a small annual fee and gets the name.

However, as the Internet has become more commercial and more internation-
al, it has also become more contentious, especially in matters related to naming.
This controversy includes ICANN itself. For example, the creation of the xxx do-
main took several years and court cases to resolve. Is voluntarily placing adult
content in its own domain a good or a bad thing? (Some people did not want adult
content available at all on the Internet while others wanted to put it all in one do-
main so nanny filters could easily find and block it from children). Some of the
domains self-organize, while others have restrictions on who can obtain a name,
as noted in Fig. 7-2. But what restrictions are appropriate? Take the pro domain,
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Where the zone boundaries are placed within a zone is up to that zone’s ad-
ministrator. This decision is made in large part based on how many name servers
are desired, and where. For example, in Fig. 7-5, the University of Washington
has a zone for washington.edu that handles eng.washington.edu but does not han-
dle cs.washington.edu. That is a separate zone with its own name servers. Such a
decision might be made when a department such as English does not wish to run
its own name server, but a department such as Computer Science does.

Each zone is also associated with one or more name servers. These are hosts
that hold the database for the zone. Normally, a zone will have one primary name
server, which gets its information from a file on its disk, and one or more sec-
ondary name servers, which get their information from the primary name server.
To improve reliability, some of the name servers can be located outside the zone.

The process of looking up a name and finding an address is called name reso-
lution. When a resolver has a query about a domain name, it passes the query to a
local name server. If the domain being sought falls under the jurisdiction of the
name server, such as top.cs.vu.nl falling under cs.vu.nl, it returns the authoritative
resource records. An authoritative record is one that comes from the authority
that manages the record and is thus always correct. Authoritative records are in
contrast to cached records, which may be out of date.

What happens when the domain is remote, such as when flits.cs.vu.nl wants to
find the IP address of robot.cs.washington.edu at UW (University of Washing-
ton)? In this case, and if there is no cached information about the domain avail-
able locally, the name server begins a remote query. This query follows the proc-
ess shown in Fig. 7-6. Step 1 shows the query that is sent to the local name ser-
ver. The query contains the domain name sought, the type (A), and the class(IN).

10: robot.cs.washington.edu

1: query

2: query

3: edu

5: washington.edu4: query

6: query
7: cs.washington.edu9: robot.cs.washington.edu

8: query

Local
(cs.vu.nl)

name server

UWCS
name server

UW
name server

Edu name server
(a.edu-servers.net)

Root name server
(a.root-servers.net)

filts.cs.vu.nl
Originator

Figure 7-6. Example of a resolver looking up a remote name in 10 steps.

The next step is to start at the top of the name hierarchy by asking one of the
root name servers. These name servers have information about each top-level
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we want to anycast to the members of group 1. They will all be given the address
‘‘1,’’ instead of different addresses. Distance vector routing will distribute vectors
as usual, and nodes will choose the shortest path to destination 1. This will result
in nodes sending to the nearest instance of destination 1. The routes are shown in
Fig. 5-18(a). This procedure works because the routing protocol does not realize
that there are multiple instances of destination 1. That is, it believes that all the
instances of node 1 are the same node, as in the topology shown in Fig. 5-18(b).

1

1
1

1

1

1

(a) (b)

Figure 5-18. (a) Anycast routes to group 1. (b) Topology seen by the routing protocol.

This procedure works for link state routing as well, although there is the
added consideration that the routing protocol must not find seemingly short paths
that pass through node 1. This would result in jumps through hyperspace, since
the instances of node 1 are really nodes located in different parts of the network.
However, link state protocols already make this distinction between routers and
hosts. We glossed over this fact earlier because it was not needed for our dis-
cussion.

5.2.10 Routing for Mobile Hosts

Millions of people use computers while on the go, from truly mobile situa-
tions with wireless devices in moving cars, to nomadic situations in which laptop
computers are used in a series of different locations. We will use the term mobile
hosts to mean either category, as distinct from stationary hosts that never move.
Increasingly, people want to stay connected wherever in the world they may be, as
easily as if they were at home. These mobile hosts introduce a new complication:
to route a packet to a mobile host, the network first has to find it.

The model of the world that we will consider is one in which all hosts are as-
sumed to have a permanent home location that never changes. Each hosts also
has a permanent home address that can be used to determine its home location,
analogous to the way the telephone number 1-212-5551212 indicates the United
States (country code 1) and Manhattan (212). The routing goal in systems with


